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Success Criteria

• I can choose and plan sequences of contrasting actions.

• I complete actions with increasing balance and control.

Handy Hints
Actions could include rolls, jumps, balances and travelling movements.

YEAR 3

Gymnastics
Lesson 6

Learning Objective
To create a sequence with matching and contrasting actions and shapes.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Equipment
Mats x 15

Stretches for Gymnastics Document

Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Put the mats out:
Pupils need one mat between two.

Teacher note: please see guidelines on safely moving apparatus.

 

Listen to this:
Ask the pupils to respond to the following instructions. After they have completed each action they continue jogging between the mats.

Go - skip in and out of the gaps between the mats
Stop - freeze
Tall - stretch up tall
Small - curl up small
Narrow - hold a narrow balance
Wide - hold a wide balance
Up - jump on the spot
Down - perform a pencil roll on a mat
Encourage the pupils to hold their balances for 5 seconds. 
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Skill Development
30 Mins

Match and contrast:
Ask the pupils to sit in pairs on a mat. 

Explain that when creating sequences with a partner they can make them look interesting by matching and contrasting with each other.

Matching: performing the same action.

Contrasting: performing the same action with contrasting shapes e.g. one person performing a jump with a straight shape and one person performing a jump with a tuck shape.

Ask the pupils to sit next to their partner with one of them performing a tuck shape and the other a star shape. After 5 seconds, can they switch to perform the contrasting shape?

Hold a strong clear shape.

Make this harder by asking the pupils to create their own contrasting shapes.

 

Matching actions, contrasting shapes:
In their pairs, ask the pupils to perform the following matching actions but using contrasting shapes.

After each action, share ideas.

Show strong body tension in all actions.
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A A balance on bottom.

B A balance on hands and feet.

Keep your shoulders, hips and feet in a straight line. 

C A roll e.g. a pencil roll and a barrel roll.

Maintain your shape throughout the roll.
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D A jump e.g. a star jump and a straight jump.

Land with knees bent.

 
Linking matching and contrasting:
Working with their partner.

A Ask the pupils to use the following three actions; a jump, a roll and a balance. Ask them to perform the sequence using matching actions and matching shapes.

Discuss with your partner how you are going to perform each of these. 

Teacher note: exactly the same three actions, creating the same shapes. 

B Ask the pupils to repeat their sequence but this time performing matching actions with contrasting shapes.

Take the time to discuss and plan what you are going to do prior to getting started.

C Pair pupils to work with another pair. Ask them to perform their sequence to each other. The first time using matching actions and matching shapes, and the second time using

matching actions with contrasting shapes. Ask the pupils observing to comment on what effect using contrasting shapes had on the performance e.g. does it make it look more
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Plenary

interesting, did it show a better use of space and levels?

Be confident when performing your sequence. Try to perfrom your sequence without talking or looking too much at your partner. 

Make this harder by challenging the pupils to also include a change of level or direction.

Make this harder by giving the pupils a piece of apparatus to include in their sequence.

Teacher note: please see guidelines on safely moving apparatus.

5 Mins

Ask the pupils why it is important to perfrom their sequence with confidence.

What effect did using contrasting shapes have on the final performance?

What happened to the performance when you mixed up matching actions and matching shapes with matching actions and contrasting shapes?


